


MEETING15 started in 2016. 

First customer: Ingram Micro.

MEETING15 is an IT platform-system in the SAAS 
model (Software as a Service),  works in any 
device’ browser, without downloading and 
installing (PC, notebook, smartphone, tablet, 
smart TV, server, game console, etc.).

It’s simple!



GDPR. WHERE ARE
THE PARTICIPANTS’ DATA?

the system is installed on servers in GCP 
(Google Could Platform) data centers in EU 
and Japan, 

MEETING15 is the data processor/sub-
procesor

Event Organizer is the data administrator

PARTICIPANT’S ACCOUNT, 
SCURITY, SESSION LIMIT:

each user has an individual account and 
encrypted access,

the user may have active max. 2 sessions 
(e.g. PC + smartphone),

possible 2FA - two-factor authentication.



WHAT ARE THE 
REGISTRATION OPTIONS? 
TICKETS?

registration form with the possibility
of adding fields,

uploading participants from a file, or adding 
by the organizer manually,

sale of tickets for the event (proforma, 
online, card, blik),

via API from an external website,

all methods simultaneously = full flexibility



EXAMPELS
OF 

REGISTRATION 
FORM



full color and branding customization,

sponsors’ zones without restrictions, stands, videos, 
photos, contacts, social media - links, documents, 
downloads, price lists, contacts, virtual rooms and 
sponsors' exhibition stands,

unlimited number of agendas, programs, many 
languages, selective visibility of program points, 
control icons, variable start agendas every day, control 
anchors from screen notifications,

advertising banners in agendas with a temporary 
change and redirection to external websites.

CUSTOMIZATION OF THE EVENT: 
AGENDA, LOGO, COLORS



EXAMPLES
OF 

CUSTOMIZATION



POLLS/SURVEYS –
ASKING QUESTIONS
TO PARTICIPANTS,  
ELECTIONS

unlimited live polls/surveys and 
elections,

visibility only for selected groups
of participants in connection with the
broadcast,

call-to-action - calling to the live screen,

publication of results and live 
commenting.

unlimited number of Q&A sessions and 
question moderators,

possibility of moderating, editing, 
translating, publishing and nesting
questions in streaming, full control,

possibility of answering the questioner
in the notification to his screen,

anonymous questions with the possibility
of signing,

typical chat for all and visible to all 
participants

QUESTIONS FOR 
SPEAKERS,  DISCUSSION 
PANELS,  Q&A, CHAT



Q&A, SYRVEYS 
EXAMPLES



GEMIFICATION, QUIZZES,
GAMES, GAME SHOWS

quizzes run simultaneously live on the screen, 
possible full-day ranking,

team games with live ranking and MVP,

game shows with the host in the studio, 
individual and team, presentation of the 
winners in live streaming,

games created on orders for the event 
organizer.



EFFECTIVE NETWORKING, 
SPEED-DATING, MEETINGS 
1:1

times and methods of meetings defined by the 
organizer,

using telephone calls or dedicated virtual rooms
in any technology (MS teams, Cisco Webex, Google
Meet, Zoom and any other),

choosing a person to talk to the search engine 
based on the name, surname, email, company, 
industry,

first choice list = promotion of sponsors' traders,

possibility of individual availability settings, import 
of scheduled meetings to outlook, meeting report,

reminder SMS for inviter.



You can organize General Meetings of Companies based on the 
Commercial Companies Code, Chambers of Commerce, Associations, 
Agencies, Sports Associations,Communities, Foundations and other 
meetings with on-line voting, including: 

agenda, draft resolutions, reports, statutes, other documents,

registration of authorized persons and proxies, different values
of votes,

voting on any devices with a browser via the Internet, before
and/or during the general meeting, secret and open,

the possibility of asking questions and submitting applications
- in text,

live presentation of voting results, reports for a notary public,

real-time quorum control, and electronic confirmation.

GENERAL MEETINGS, 
WIRTUAL VOTING



BROADCASTS, 
STREAMING

number of users up to 20,000 (more is 
possible but requires notification),

any streaming servers (youtube, twich, 
vimeo, others), or our dedicated solution
with CDN and content protection,

player dedicated to server or built-in blocking 
url copying,

it is possible to create a VOD library for
a given conference with the visibility
of selected content only for the right 
participants.



GRADUATION AND 
COURSE/TRAINING 
EXAMS, COMPETITIVE 
EXAMS

conducting online exams, even with 
connectivity issues,

time/date publication, Q&A hash 
algorithm,

possible rivalry between the test takers 
for the best result and time.

SMS gateway, email gateway with individual 
access tokens,

push notifications to the screen with anchors for 
streaming and sponsors.

CO MMUNI C ATI ON,  E - MA I L  
G AT E WAY,  S M S  G AT E WAY,  
P U S H  N OT I F I CAT I O NS

AU TO MAT I C  C E RT I F I C AT ES  O F  
PA RT I C I PAT I ON ( EG  F O R  D O C TORS)

defined by the organizer, background + data 
from the platform,

possible to add certificate visibility algorithms.



TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS 
IN EU (Japan – in proces):



A SOUVENIR FROM 
THE EVENT

the organizer adds purchased 
backgrounds with copyright to use

allows participants to paste their photos 
using artificial intelligence that cuts the 
background from the photo added by 
the participant

thanks to this, the pasted character is 
integrated into the background content 
selected by the organizer

the possibility of pasting more than one 
participant - i.e. photos of teams, groups 
of participants, commemorative class 
photos, etc.

the ability to add photos by event participants

the ability to rate added photos

moderation - the organizer retains control over 
the content that is published in the gallery

the possibility of using the gallery as, for 
example, an additional presentation of the 
Sponsor's information materials or photos from 
previous editions of an organized event

GALLERY

METRO TRIP GAMES

short games integrated into the content of 
the event, enabling quick gameplay 
between event participants



LANDING PAGE

website for an event with posters up to a 15-
second decision to participate

with the use of feedback from the event in the 
form of an active bar

LIVE COMMENT

a banner on the agenda that allows you to 
collect opinions, comments, maybe ask 
questions, suggestions, etc. - which can be 
mounted in the content of the live broadcast

they can also be used on the Landing Page as 
feedback with conference participants



EXAMPLES



VIRTUAL PRIZE
Virtual statuette parking - a new dimension and 
form of prizes during events

the possibility of publishing a virtual statuette and sticker 
on a dedicated page: https://virtual-prize.com/awards

the organizer provides M15 ready material for publication 
(prepared in the webGL library) along with a description 
of who is issuing for whom, M15 returns a link to the 
parking lot and stickers to be sent to the laureate

everyone who enters the parked statuette can open a 
download of a light picture with one click to share on FB, 
LN, TT

the possibility of mounting stickers on your website, in the 
post office and anywhere else on the web

parking is free, M15 keeps the whole thing, we only 
reserve the need to confirm whether the person issuing 
such an award / statuette has issued it and whether it was 
awarded to the selected winner

https://virtual-prize.com/awards


CONTACT US:

office@meeting15.com

+48 22 741 71 68

MORE INFORMATION:

https://meeting15.com/en/information-for-
organizing-conferences

mailto:office@meeting15.com
https://meeting15.com/en/information-for-organizing-conferences

